
2. FATHER ELIAS CHACOUR

I need first to ask for your indulgence for any linguistic limitations; 
English is but my fourth foreign language.

It is much easier to comment on Professor Talmon’s inspiring address 
by a series of lectures, than by remarks confined, as I was asked, to “a 
period of not more than ten minutes”. Each point needs serious consideration. 
This is your special talent, dear Professor Talmon, to inspire far more than 
what is materially expressed with your simple words.

As an Arab-Oriental-Christian, I have a special sensitivity with re- 
gard, on the one hand to Jews and Judaism, and on the other hand , to 
western Christians and forms of Christianity. Although I consider addressing 
you a happy privilege, excuse me if my mentality, my logic and my style 
and approach to realities are different from yours. There are several ap- 
proaches to reality, which may in their diversity all be right and comple- 
mentary.

As Professor Talmon pointed out at the end of his lecture, it is true 
that the interfaith ecumenical dialogue runs the risk of a breakdown, simply 
because of lack of participants, mainly from the younger generation. If so, 
what are the reasons? How may we remedy this sad eventuality?

During the whole lecture I tried in vain to identify myself with the 
form of Christianity Professor Talmon spoke about. I am not that determined 
western Christian. There is almost a complete absence of oriental Christian- 
ity in both the lecture and the Jerusalem interfaith dialogue circles, and the 
reasons for this absence are psychological and historical more than anything 
else.

There is and has always been talk about Jerusalem. And as by 
an unavoidable tolerance, about Israel as a suburb of Jerusalem. This is the 
key point. Jerusalem, to my mind, is a very bad representation of what the 
lively and concrete interfaith reality in Israel could be. Dialogue in Jerusalem 
is mostly a kind of mono-mentality dialogue, the western mentality with 
certain Jewish and Christian colourations; it is more a monologue than a 
dialogue, and is far from being a tri-Iogue or a multi-logue. It is more a 
facade phenomenon than the shining out of an inner conviction and reality 
expressing itself in a personal need and inner impulse to be with the others. 
I agree, there is a real danger of breakdown in the Jerusalem interfaith 
dialogue, but no such danger for the interfaith dialogue in Israel. The Je- 
rusaiem dialogue has suffered, and still suffers, not only from misconceptions 
or misinterpretations but also from “mis-composition” and misunderstanding 
of the concrete reality. The goal of these circles was and is still mostly 
outside and not inside Israel. There is also a mis-location. Europeans are 
still talking to each other always as “persecutors and persecuted”, and this
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is done on behalf of those who are not Europeans, regardless of what they 
are or want to be. We orientals were always persecuted. We have no “in- 
herited guilt complex”.

I know of no prophet from the West. Here in the East, most of 
the prophets came from outside Jerusalem; they were simple and pure-hearted 
men, shepherds, cowboys and fishermen. Some of the prophetical character- 
istics still exist outside Jerusalem. This present generation with both its in. 
terfaith and inner-faith dialogue will die out. A new generation is growing 
up, healthy and promising. The period of the desert with the generation of 
slavery has to pass away! The dialogue in Jerusalem circles is enslaved to 
persecutions, enslaved to the Holocaust, enslaved to pogroms, enslaved to 
the Inquisition. This dialogue has yet to be liberated and then oriented to 
our common ״Father and King”. It lacks inspiration from the almighty Spi- 
rit of God. We mostly still seek compensation for what we have done to 
or endured from the others. This is what I understand by Professor Talmon’s 
words, “in our circles we have remained within the orbit of what may be 
called the intellectual bourgeoisie”. It is a perturbing composition of the 
ecumenical groups in Jerusalem. May I add that although perturbing, it is 
only a passing temporary phenomenon, well on the way to disappearing. 
There is no place for pessimism on the level of faiths and dialogue in Is- 
rael. But there is pessimism and real danger on the level of persons whose 
attitude has been determined by a very sad historical experience.

I have never felt solidarity with western socio-political reality, appar- 
ently Christian. There is no monolithic socio-political Christianity; there is 
no uniform Christian mentality; there is not only one Christian church. 
There is a multiplicity of socio-political Christianities, of Christian mentali- 
ties, of Christian churches. These are facts and realities: who did ever suf- 
fer more than the oriental churches from western elements? Although we 
have one Lord and God, there are different mentalities, approaches and re- 
actions: I need not give examples. Christians here in Israel are mostly con- 
sidered as belonging to a certain church; they are not considered as forming 
a church . or churches. Thus you can find an Arab Christian belonging -  
as they say on his behalf -  to the Greek Orthodox, to the Latin, to the 
Anglican, to the Lutheran, or even to the Reformed Church of Holland. 
We allowed everything to work and influence us, but very little the Spirit 
of the Lord. Reconsideration is urgently necessary.

Once more I say it publicly: if any interfaith contact or dialogue 
hopes to survive it has to be rooted in the local inhabitants and citizens of 
the country. It has also, as a condition sine qua non, to be initiated from 
within the local living spiritual realities, from the concrete real potentiality 
and understanding of the Israeli — Muslim, Christian and Jewish, individuals 
and groups. Don’t underestimate the local Judeo-Christian capability and 
potentiality. God’s ways differ from man’s! Remember Amos, remember
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Hosea, remember David from Bethlehem. God is still the same loving God 
acting in everybody who loves him. Maybe the Beatitudes should be recalled 
for every ecumenical or interfaith approach.

Let me make some suggestions:
1) We have to encourage a local interfaith dialogue; and not only 

by attracting certain different, curious persons belonging to the margin of 
different denominations, but in fact those belonging very strongly, attached 
loyally and sincerely, with much devotion, to their own denominations. 
Such persons must be rooted, having an identity and an address, before 
they aspire to speaking of dialogue or rapprochement. Dialogue should thus 
become an act of life, not only intellectual exercise.

2) We have to encourage the creation of some community centres in 
mixed regions, mainly in the villages and specially in Galilee.

3) We have to transform Christian tourism from visiting antiquities 
into Christian pilgrimages to include visits and prayers with people at those 
community centres mentioned above. A kind of spiritual renewal and new 
human dimensions should be offered to them.

4) Interfaith dialogue should be officialised by appointing Muslim 
and Christian representatives in the Ministry of Religions for Muslim and 
Christian religious affairs.

5) Last, but not least because of its primary importance, we have to 
proceed to a purification from the past and from its negative determinism, 
by addressing a new outlook to the new reality and to human relations. 
We need an aggiornamento, a kind of self-conversion to God and to man 
as the Image of God; a real re-orientation and return to him to whom we 
all say “our God and our Lord”, “our God and Father”, the Almighty in 
whose Holy Spirit we are gathered here today in Jerusalem.
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